
� is book reminds me of the early times. . . Somehow this book really 
connects the early 1970’s and the 21st century, and shows us how, due to this 
dedication and devotion to the spiritual path, to the lineage, to Lama Yeshe 
and to Lama Zopa Rinpoche, one is able to look beyond the material world 
to something powerful and profound. —Yangsi Rinpoche

I love Big Love. It’s a fantastic piece of work. —Stephen Batchelor

� e publication is an indispensable addition to any substantial library of Tibetan Buddhism. . . . 
Lama was a gi�  to the world who just keeps on giving, a wish-fulling tree that continues to ful� ll 
the wishes of thousands of enlightenment trainees around the world. —Glenn Mullin

Big Love just arrived and it’s fantastic. So many color pics! It really tells the story of the early 
days and how Lama worked so hard to tame our minds, feisty disciples that we were, and 
to maintain the Buddhadharma in exile. � ank you so much for your hard work on these 
two volumes. � ey’re a treasure. —Ven. Thubten Chodron

� ank you so much for Big Love, which arrived yesterday. It is a truly beautiful expression of the big 
love of Lama Yeshe’s students for him and of his big love for all beings. —Dr. B. Alan Wallace

� e photos are BEAUTIFUL! Turning a page, and seeing Lama, melts the heart! Big fun; big joy! 
You did a big good! � anks! —Professor Jan Willis

[Big Love] is a wonderful book, and most appropriate as the celebration of a special man . . . 
Lucky indeed we were to have met him. —Dr. Gareth Sparham

� anks immensely for the work that you have put into this feast of treasures and details 
about Lama’s life. I feel I can wander in memories and inspiration for years to come. 
—Dr. Peter (Karuna) Fenner

For more of what the above and others are saying about Big Love go to LamaYeshe.com/wps. 
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The Life and Teachings of Lama Yeshe
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Two 700-page hardcover volumes in a slipcase with 
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tions, full color throughout. Only $85 plus postage. 
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